ABSTRACT Power line communication (PLC) has made remarkable strides to become a key enabler of smart grid and its applications. Existing PLC systems are based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), which has a high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). This paper presents vector OFDM (VOFDM) with advanced signal processing at the receiver to improve the energy efficiency of the PLC system. Results show that, due to its low PAPR properties, VOFDM is less sensitive to impulsive noise and provides a reduction of 5.8 dB in transmit power requirement relative to conventional OFDM. Furthermore, unlike the existing impulsive noise cancellation methods, the adopted signal processing technique also improves the SNR at the receiver by 2.1 dB, which further reduces the power requirement of the PLC transceiver. Together, these can simplify design, reduce cost, and improve energy efficiency of future PLC transceivers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The energy industry is in the centre of unprecedented transformation. As the smart grid evolves and the number of interconnected devices rises, energy efficiency of the enabling communication systems has become a topical issue.Although smart gridwill be supported by heterogeneous set of communications systems [1] - [5] , one of the main advantages of PLC is that it reduces the cost of communication by using the existing electrical infrastructure. PLC is a technique for conveying data through the power cables traditionally used for electricity distribution. Generally, PLC systems can be grouped in terms of frequency of operation into narrowband (below 500 KHz) and broadband ). However, given that the power cables were not custom-made for communication, they pose severe challenges to data signals. The challenges include frequency selectivity, varying impedance, limited transmit power, multi-pathing, attenuation and nonGaussian noise [6] . Noise in power line can be grouped into coloured background noise and impulsive noise, with the latter being dominant. These factors degrade system performance in terms of achievable data rate, latency and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver [4] .
The power amplifier is one of the main energy-consuming components of the transmitters [7] , [8] . To achieve maximum power efficiency, the power amplifiers operate in the dynamic range [9] . Energy efficiency and spectral efficiency are two important characteristics of the power amplifier. While spectral efficiency provides the data rate needed by smart grid applications, energy efficiency ensures that optimum number of bits per unit energy is transmitted. Therefore, optimised design of power amplifiers is crucial to the energy efficiency of PLC systems. PLC transceivers consume power in two forms; static and dynamic power. While the the static power is fixed [10] , the dynamic power (transmit power) depends on the traffic load. Thus, the energy efficiency challenge can be approached from different perspectives including circuit design as well as signal processing [11] .
PLC standards for smart grid applications such as powerline intelligent metering evolution (PRIME), G3-PLC, IEEE 1901.2 and Homeplug Green PHY are based on OFDM. However, the main drawback of OFDM is its high peak-toaverage power ratio (PAPR) [12] , [13] which reduces the energy efficiency of PLC transmitters. Solving the high PAPR problem requires highly linear power amplifiers which are impracticable because of their high cost and large size. Hence, non-linear power amplifiers are mostly deployed.
Although many studies have reported the low PAPR of vector-OFDM (VOFDM) [14] - [19] , they mostly focused on wireless systems. Recently, [20] and [21] investigated VOFDM for non-Gaussian channels, including power lines. The studies found that VOFDM generally provides better performance than OFDM in PLC. In particular, [20] showed that VOFDM exhibits lower PAPR than conventional OFDM. The benefits of low PAPR in PLC systems design include the use of inexpensive, non-linear power amplifiers as well as energy-efficient transmission. Therefore, energy efficiency is a key consideration in the development of future PLC systems.
This paper exploits the lower PAPR property of VOFDM for more efficient cancellation of impulsive noise at the receiver in order to improve the energy efficiency of PLC systems. In conventional impulsive noise cancellation techniques such as blanking, received signals are nulled when their power exceeds a predefined blanking threshold (T b ). The challenge with this approach is that detailed noise characteristics, such as signal-to-impulsive-noise ratio (SINR) and the probability of occurrence p, must be known apriori at the receiver in order to accurately determine the optimal value of T b to be used [22] . Hence, suboptimal threshold values and short-term changes in impulsive noise characteristics can degrade performance. To address this issue in VOFDM, this paper employs the dynamic peak-based threshold estimation (DPTE) technique and refers to the new system as VOFDM-DPTE. DPTE relies on the premise that if VOFDM symbol peaks measured at the transmitter are correctly received by the blanker, output SNR can be significantly improved without regard to the short term variation in impulsive noise characteristics, a major weakness of conventional optimal blanking (COB) [23] . In reality, VOFDM symbol peak values could be sent as control information through dedicated channels or contention-free time slots. Therefore, the idea of combining VOFDM with DPTE in this paper is that together, they can significantly improve energy efficiency of the PLC systems.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we determine the dependence of symbol peaks on number of vector block (VBs) in VOFDM systems and the potential impact of the former on transmit power requirement of the power amplifier. The second contribution is the improvement of blanker output SNR using the DPTE technique. Results show that the proposed VOFDM-DPTE method significantly reduces transmit power and improves SNR at the receiver. The VOFDM-DPTE method can simplify design, reduce cost, improve energy efficiency and electromagnetic conformance of PLC transceivers.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II, previous work in energy improvement techniques in PLC is reviewed. The system model and the effects of communication networks on smart grid applications are discussed in Sections III and IV, respectively. Section V presents the DPTE technique in VOFDM while Section VI examines the relationship between signal peaks and transmit power. Section VII analyses the performance of the proposed VOFDM-DPTE technique while Section VIII concludes the paper with highlights of its main results.
II. RELATED WORK
Compared with other aspects, little work has so far been done on energy efficiency of PLC systems. Energy efficiency in PLC can be studied with practical and information theoretic approaches [11] . Early work in this area includes [24] which employed distributed space-time block codes to reduce transmit power requirement in multi-hop PLC networks. Subsequently, [25] investigated power saving using opportunistic decoding in a decode-and-forward (DF) cooperative relaying network while [11] considered energy efficiency as resource allocation problem where the amount of information to be transmitted is the objective and energy is the resource to be minimised. Recently, different aspects of relaying have been investigated with a view to improving energy efficiency of PLC systems [26] , [27] . For example, [26] and [28] considered energy harvesting at the relay nodes in a cooperative PLC network. Both studies concluded that energy efficiency can be remarkably improved if PLC nodes are capable of harvesting the unwanted high energy of non-Gaussian noise in the power line channel.
In terms of experimental studies, [29] reported that in a DF relay-assisted PLC network, energy efficiency can be improved by optimal time allocation in the relaying scheme. In the same experiment (with typical commercial modems), it was also found that power consumption consists of static and dynamic (transmit power) components, while the static power is fixed, the transmit power is load-dependent. A recent measurement campaign across six European countries [30] , concluded that static power consumption in PLC networks can be reduced by deploying DF multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) relays. Further experiments with the MIMO PLC devices [31] revealed that although energy consumption is mostly dominated by static power, dynamic power can be up to about 50% in some modems, with the average being 40%. Within the dynamic power, it was observed that reception consumes less energy than transmission by 20-25%. These works were based on conventional OFDM and from the energy consumption pattern described above, high PAPR of OFDM will be more challenging in the uplink 1 in resourceconstrained devices such as smart meters [32] . These are indications that significant energy savings can be achieved by optimising transmitter design in future PLC systems.
To reduce PAPR in OFDM systems, different techniques have been proposed, such as amplitude clipping, tone reservation, partial transmit sequence [33] and selective mapping [13] , [34] . However, such techniques may cause signal distortion. On the other hand, various aspects of VOFDM have been studied in wireless systems [18] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [14] . Among other outcomes, these studies found and agreed that in frequency-selective channels, VOFDM generally improves system performance [18] relative to OFDM and that the gain increases with the number of VBs. Specifically, studies such as [15] - [19] showed that VOFDM exhibits lower PAPR than conventional OFDM systems. However, to the best of our knowledge, only [20] and [21] have so far investigated VOFDM over power lines.
Furthermore, impulsive noise has been identified as a major performance inhibitor in PLC [4] , [23] , [38] . To mitigate the harmful effects of impulsive noise on communication signals, a number of techniques have been proposed. The simplest and most common approach is to precede the OFDM demodulator with a memory-less, non-linear preprocessors such as a blanker or clipper [39] - [42] . In line with that, [20] employed conventional blanking and clipping techniques in VOFDM-based PLC systems. The main drawback of these conventional methods is that, in order to accurately determine the thresholds, impulsive noise characteristics must be known apriori through detailed measurements. During such measurements, transient variations in the impulsive noise characteristics may be undetected. Therefore, this method is prone to blanking errors arising from sub-optimal threshold values and transient variations in impulsive noise characteristics both of which degrade performance severely [23] and can be costly in critical networks such as smart grid.
However, it has been found that DPTE provides the upper bound of blanking in OFDM systems [23] , [43] . The principle of DPTE is that if the peak of every VOFDM symbol can be accurately determined and correctly received by the blanker, impulsive noise can be mitigated without apriori knowledge of its characteristics. Although the DPTE in OFDM was later enhanced in [44] where partial transmit sequence (PTS) was applied at the transmitter, the additional gain in the output SNR was at the expense significantly high computational complexity due to several optimisation iterations. Hence, this method is not attractive for resource-constrained devices.
Rather, this paper, exploits the inherently low PAPR feature of VOFDM and high receiver SNR gain of DPTE to improve the energy efficiency of PLC transceivers independent of changes in impulsive noise characteristics. The detailed description of DPTE in VOFDM is given in Sec. V.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
The VOFDM system model considered in this work is illustrated in Fig.1 in which the modulated symbols are processed block by block.
VOFDM is a generalization of the conventional OFDM approach. This figure shows the transmitter and receiver sides of the VOFDM system. At the transmitter, the information bits are first mapped using the quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) modulation to produce base-band QAM symbols denoted as X . Then a sequence {x n } N −1 n=0 of N modulated symbols is column-wise blocked to L vectors each of length M, i.e. N = ML. These vectors will be referred to as VBs. Accordingly, the l th VB can be represented as
The transmit VB, x l is reshaped into a matrix of M rows and L columns such that N = LM . VOFDM then performs L size inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) over the L VBs component-wise as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The VOFDM time domain signal after the IFFT can be expressed as
which can also be expressed in a vector form as
Similar to conventional OFDM, the vectors
in (3) are reshaped to a length N vector
Accordingly, the PAPR of this signal is
where max(.) is the maximum argument, |.| is the absolute value and E[.] denotes the expectation operator. The VOFDM signal is transmitted over the PLC channel where it is corrupted by the background and impulsive noise. In the time-domain (with perfect synchronisation assumed), the q th received VOFDM symbol vector and the q th received VB can be respectively expressed as
Without loss of generality, it is also assumed that the signal variance is normalised to unity such that σ 2
. This paper applies the Bernoulli-Gaussian (BG) model for generating impulsive noise such that [45] 
where g k is complex white Gaussian noise with mean zero and b is the Bernoulli process with probability Pr (b = 1) = p. Therefore, the probability density function (PDF) of the total noise n t = n w + n i , is given by
where n w and n i are the background and impulsive noise components, respectively. It should be noted thatx k , n w and n i are assumed to be mutually independent and the noise is uncorrelated with the data signal suchthat E n wx *
The variances σ 2 w and σ 2 i denote the background and impulsive noise powers from which the input SNR and SINR can be respectively computed as SNR = , where σ 2 s is the transmitted signal variance.
At the receiver, in order to suppress impulsive noise, the blanker is situated before the OFDM demodulator. For each received symbol, the side information is QAM-demodulated, from which the peak estimator extracts the peak value corresponding to the VOFDM symbol and adjusts the threshold of the blanker accordingly. The received signalr k is then passed through the blanker where it is nulled when it exceeds a certain threshold defined according to the associated peak value. That way, the blanking process adapts to changes in the peak value and determines the blanking threshold independent of the impulsive noise characteristics. In principle, the COB is described as
where y k is the output of the nonlinear preprocessor and T b is the blanking threshold. It is worth noting that careful selection of T b is important to ensure optimal performance of the blanking device. Hence, non-linearity (10) reduces the effect of large received signal values as they are assumed to result from impulsive noise. Next, we column-wise block {y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y N −1 } to an M × L matrix and then perform the fast Fourier transform (FFT) over every row to produce the frequency domain signal. This matrix is then reshaped to produce a 1 × N -size vector before performing the base-band demodulation and decision. Instead of just COB, DPTE is employed and the performance of the two systems are compared.
IV. EFFECTS OF COMMUNICATION NETWORK ON SMART GRID APPLICATIONS
To illustrate how services within smart grid could be impacted by the PLC network, this section presents the effects of network variability on smart grid applications performance. The underlying communication system in smart grid must seamlessly support automation, sensing and control through a bi-directional exchange of information-this is the promise of smart grid. The PRIME standard defines the physical layer (PHY) and media access control (MAC) specifications for narrowband PLC (NPLC). The PHY features include OFDM (combined with long cyclic prefix of 192µs) to provide delay spread used to combat frequency selectivity while the MAC includes automatic repeat request (ARQ), TDMA over CSMA/CA (for contention-free transmission) and DPSK modulation schemes. PRIME supports DBPSK, DQPSK and D8PSK.
Although literature abound in this area, they mostly describe system performance at the PHY in terms of bit error rate (BER) results of the underlying power line channel [46] . In order to maximise the potentials of PLC, it is necessary to assess the smart grid as an integrated system. The simulation in this section is based on PRIME v1.4 standard and includes not only realities such as effects of impulsive noise but also accounts for key network performance metrics such as latency and throughput in smart grid networks using NS-3 tool. It should be noted that the use of PLC in smart grid is not restricted to NPLC, in practice there are smart meters embedded with BPLC chips and other BPLC-enabled smart grid applications. Fig. 2 illustrates variation of the network performance with application data sizes between a smart meter and a data concentrator (DC) in the low voltage domain. The figure shows that there exists an optimal data size at which the PLC network maximises delivery of packets from smart meters to the DC. However, the first notch observed in the figure can be attributed to transient network impairment due to impulsive noise. This is a classic example of the effect of impulsive noise on data signal which can be explained as follows. The interference arising from the impulsive noise events creates a domino effect in which SINR reduces, followed by PHY data rate reduction. Reduced PHY data rate forces packets to remain in the transit for longer period during which they could be corrupted, damaged or lost. In fact, this effect is worse in sensitive applications such as smart metering that depend on reliable transport protocols such as transmission control protocol (TCP). For such applications, packet retransmission implies that, successful packets will remain in the buffer until all packets belonging to the same fragment or flow are received before they are passed to the application layer. Although this improves reliability, it does so at the expense of increased latency, higher computational overhead and lower goodput (useful throughput at application layer). From the result in Fig. 2 , although the network recovered after the impulsive noise activity, such sporadic events can severely degrade smart grid application performance. Therefore, to provide acceptable quality of service to smart grid applications, effective techniques must be developed to mitigate the harmful effects of impulsive noise on data signals.
V. DYNAMIC PEAK-BASED THRESHOLD ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE IN VOFDM
This section describes the DPTE technique and its application for impulsive noise cancellation at the receiver. As mentioned in Sec. II, the main challenges of COB are that it requires detailed measurements of impulsive noise characteristics at the receiver and does not sufficiently account for short-term variations in impulsive noise characteristics. The optimal blanking threshold in the conventional VOFDM system is determined based on the impulsive noise parameters whereas in the proposed VOFDM-DPTE system, the optimal threshold is obtained by simply using the VOFDM symbol peak values. Instead, DPTE measures symbol peaks at the transmitter and sends the values to the blanker. If the peak estimates are correctly received, blanking can be performed even without the knowledge of the impulsive noise characteristics by the receiver. In this paper, using n symbols and N subcarriers which can be reshaped into N = M × L, information bits are generated, mapped and blocked into VBs as described in Sec. III. The corresponding VOFDM symbol x (k) is then generated and its peak value Peak(k) is determined. Thereafter, x (k) is transmitted through the PLC channel where it is contaminated with noise vector n (k) (a composition of background and impulsive noise) to produce received signal r (k) . x (k) , n (k) and r (k) are vectors such that k = 0, 1, 2, ...., n.
In practical systems, Peak(k) can be sent as side information to the receiver as part of control messages through dedicated channels or contention-free timeslots such as TDMA slots defined in IEEE 1901.1, PRIME v1.4 and other NPLC standards for smart grid. At the receiver, the peak estimator extracts the Peak(k) value associated with the k th symbol and dynamically adjusts the blanking threshold accordingly. The k th VOFDM symbol is subjected to blanking operation according to Peak(k). The process is then repeated with COB and compared with DPTE in terms of output SNR. It was shown in [23] that the optimal blanking threshold varies linearly with OFDM symbol peak values. This relationship also exists in VOFDM systems, being a generalised form of OFDM; however, this work exploits the relatively lower symbol peak in VOFDM to simplify impulsive noise detection and cancellation at the receiver.
VI. SIGNAL PEAKS AND TRANSMIT POWER IN VOFDM
The total power consumed, P T , by a PLC transceiver is a combination of static and dynamic power. This can be expressed as [29] 
where l is the transmitted traffic load in bits/s or packets/s. P 0 is the power consumed (in Watts) in idle state and is fixed for a given device while P (l) is an increasing function of load (dynamic power). The inevitable choice of OFDM in current PLC systems is at the expense of high PAPR. High PAPR requires highly-linear power amplifier at the transmitter which are bulky, complex and expensive. In the absence of that, high PAPR can cause the power amplifier to be overloaded after which it transits to nonlinear operation (distortion). This phenomenon results in low power efficiency [47] , [48] and unwanted electromagnetic emissions [49] , [50] . The low power efficiency results in higher amount of energy wasted through heat dissipation [8] .
For a conventional OFDM transmitter, P T represents the sum of the power consumed by the linear power amplifier and the one consumed by other circuit blocks, P C , (usually very small). In practical systems, energy efficiency of the power VOLUME 5, 2017 amplifier is typically low, for example it is 20-35% in wireless systems [7] . Considering that smart grid will interconnect several millions of devices, energy-efficient communication systems is a key factor in its design. In addition to applications peculiarities, energy efficiency depends on variables such as hardware components, the power consumption of the power amplifier, load characteristics and operating frequency [7] . For example, let us consider the Class-A power amplifiers which are the most linear. They consume a constant P DC regardless of the input power [47] . The power amplifier's energy efficiency is defined as the portion of P DC delivered to the load and can be expressed as η EE = P out,ave P DC (12) where P out,ave is the average output power of the power amplifier, P DC is the DC power consumed by the power amplifier and P DC >> P C . Under a perfect linear condition, the energy efficiency approximates to [47] η EE = 0.5 PAPR .
Clearly, a reduction of PAPR will result in higher energy efficiency of the power amplifier, hence, timely techniques are needed to reduce PAPR in PLC systems. As presented in Sec. III, VOFDM uses relatively smaller IFFT size than conventional OFDM. However, since it is practically challenging in multi-carrier systems to accurately determine the peak of every VOFDM symbol, it is common to apply complimentary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) in such estimations. Therefore, this work adopts the CCDF expression (14) , which is widely used in the literature. Here, the CCDF is defined as the probability that the peak of VOFDM symbols exceeds a certain value Peak 0 and can be written as
Although (14) is not precise for every symbol, it was shown in [23] that such approximation adequately represents average system performance. It is now necessary to establish the effects of the number of VBs on CCDF of VOFDM symbol peaks compared with typical OFDM. Based on (14), we conducted extensive simulations to determine the CCDF at different peak values for various numbers of VBs. Fig. 3 depicts the variation of VOFDM symbol peak with the number of VBs, where M = 1 is equivalent to conventional OFDM. Two cases: N = 512 and N = 1024 with various VBs are considered. Fig. 3 shows clearly that provided there are more than one VB, (M > 1), VOFDM achieves lower peak values than the typical OFDM system and that the symbol peaks reduce as the number of VBs increases. It is seen that for a given peak value Peak 0 , CCDF decreases as the number of VBs in the VOFDM system increases. This brings new flexibilities into design of PLC systems. Furthermore, unlike the COB, shifting peak estimation to the transmitterside relieves the receiver of some computational overhead which can further lessen the effect of transmitter-receiver unbalanced complexity in systems design. Also, for each number of VBs, the performance gap between VOFDM and OFDM closes as the number of subcarriers increases from 512 to 1024. The figure generally indicates that for a fixed N , as the number of VB increases, VOFDM symbol peaks becomes less likely to be higher than the estimate Peak 0 . For example, in Fig. 3b , it is observed that in VOFDM, the symbol peak values are more likely to be higher than 9 dB as the number of VBs decreases from 128. It can generally also be inferred that although the symbol peak value of VOFDM decreases with the number of VBs but that comes at the expense of computational complexity. However, ultrafast chips are readily available at reasonably low cost to ease implementation. Finally, it is observed in Fig. 3a that by applying VOFDM (M = 128) to QAM modulated signal with N = 512, symbol peak power reduces by about 5.8 dB relative to conventional OFDM. The practical implication is that in PLCbased smart grid, if 20 dBm is required to transmit QAM symbols with OFDM, the transmitter's power amplifier needs a maximum of 31.8 dBm to ensure linear operation whereas with VOFDM, maximum of 26.1 dBm is needed. When aggregated over several thousands or millions of PLC nodes, this could yield significant power savings.
VII. OUTPUT SNR PERFORMANCE OF VOFDM-DPTE SYSTEM A. OUTPUT SNR OF THE BLANKER
This section presents the transmit power savings achievable when VOFDM is implemented with DPTE in PLC transceivers. This is done by computing the SNR at the output of the blanking device. However, it is necessary to briefly review the blanker output SNR of COB with various blanking thresholds T b . In that regard, we investigate the SNR performance of different VBs in VOFDM and compare the results with OFDM using the COB technique. The blanking procedure is then repeated using the proposed technique and performance between DPTE and COB is compared. To do this, we consider the SNR at the output of the nonlinear preprocessor which can be computed for the VOFDM as [51] 
where K 0 is a real constant chosen as
For OFDM, output SNR is given by where
where E 1 is the total signal power at the output of the nonlinear preprocessor, = Simulation results of OFDM and VOFDM are obtained using (15) . Fig. 4 illustrates the achieveable SNR at the output of the blanker using the COB method. First, it is observed that analytical result agrees with the simulation. Within the intermediate region, this figure shows that VOFDM (M = 128) achieves a maximum of about 2 dB SNR improvement over conventional OFDM. The figure also reveals that for all M > 1, VOFDM always outperforms OFDM. However, when the T b is too low, the SNR degrades rapidly as part of data signal power is lost during blanking. Conversely, when T b is too high, some of the impulsive noise samples push through the system undetected, thereby degrading the SNR at the receiver. It is further observed at these extreme blanking thresholds that OFDM achieves the same performance as VOFDM. Between these extremes, there exists a value of T b which maximises the output SNR of the blanker. Next, we compare the SNR performance of DPTE and conventional blanking techniques. Fig. 5 compares the output SNR performance between DPTE and COB in OFDM and VOFDM. It is clear that DPTE outperforms COB. This result demonstrates that if a certain QAM modulated symbol sequence of length N signal is blanked using the DPTE technique, even with OFDM and 16 VBs, the output SNR can be improved by 1.1 dB in each case relative to COB. The figure further shows that at extreme values (very low and very high) of SINRs, the output SNR is not affected by the number of VBs in VOFDM, as it becomes identical for both systems. This is logical because at one extreme, when SINR is very high, the system tends to behave as if impulsive noise does not exist, yielding maximum SNR. Given that amplitude of the affected symbols is typically higher than the average amplitude of symbols, at the other extreme, when SINR is very low, impulsive noise samples can be more easily detected and cancelled which also results in maximum SNR. Following from Fig. 5 , the output SNR is expected to improve as the number of VBs increases. That is presented and analysed in the remaining part of this section. 
B. COMPARATIVE SNR PERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS IMPULSIVE NOISE CASES
In a smart grid where several thousands or millions of heterogeneous devices with different operational characteristics are interconnected, the probability of impulsive noise can be significantly high. Here we investigate the SNR performance of DPTE and COB in different impulsive noise conditions. Fig. 7 compares the output SNR of DPTE with COB in a VOFDM system under various channel conditions based on impulsive noise events. It is observed that for all VBs, DPTE consistently outperforms COB. It can also be seen that the output SNR improves with the number of VBs such that the peak SNR is achieved when M =128, yielding a maximum SNR improvement of about 2.1 dB over COB. Finally, the figure reveals that at extreme SINRs, the output SNR is independent of the number of VBs. The functional consequence of these results is that unlike OFDM (M = 1), the existence of M = {16, 32, 64, 128. . . } in VOFDM provides significant flexibility in system design as complexity can now be matched with performance without loosing the fundamental benefits of OFDM as a multi-carrier system.
C. DPTE GAIN RELATIVE TO COVENTIONAL BLANKING
This section presents the SNR gain of DPTE technique relative to COB for different probabilities of impulsive noise. The relative gain G Relative is therefore defined as G Relative = 10log 10 SNR DPTE SNR COB .
The result is illustrated in Fig.8 . It is clear that, given the same channel conditions, DPTE always achieves higher output SNR relative to COB. It is also observed that, the relative SNR gain increases as p decreases. For example, at p = 0.001 a relative gain of 2 dB is achieved, but when p increases to 0.05, the maximum gain reduces to about 0.74 dB. In both cases of N = 256 and N = 512, it is obvious that, for all values of p, there is a certain value of SINR at which G Relative is highest, in this figure, that value is -10dB. Finally, the mere fact that G Relative > 0 in all cases clearly indicates that DPTE always performs better than COB, even when the peak estimates are corrupted by impulsive noise. This can be explained by the fact that DPTE dynamically tunes the blanking threshold, in the event that the side information is corrupted by impulsive noise, only a very small fraction of the peak values are affected whereas short-term variations in impulsive noise behavior may consistently be undetected in COB. Hence, given the same transmit power on both systems, DPTE is more energy efficient.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Energy-efficient communication is crucial in smart grid. However, the high PAPR in conventional OFDM affects the energy efficiency and cost of PLC systems which is more pronounced in smart grid due to its scale. To improve energy efficiency in PLC systems, this paper has shown that existence of VBs in VOFDM offers variable IFFT size which introduces new design choices to match complexity with energy efficiency. Furthermore, impulsive noise is one of the dominant challenges in PLC systems and COB is the simplest and widely used method for its cancellation. To suppress impulsive noise at the receiver, DPTE has been applied in this work. By exploiting the low PAPR and high SNR properties of VOFDM and DPTE respectively, this paper demonstrated that transmit power can be reduced by about 5.8 dB while the output SNR of the blanker is increased by 2.1 dB relative to conventional OFDM. When aggregated over several thousands or millions of nodes in a neighbourhood area network for example, this can yield massive savings in power requirements. It was observed that VOFDM performance gains came at the expense of computational complexity, however, ultra-fast, inexpensive chips are readily available to ease implementation. Hence, this is a reasonable sacrifice. 
